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Background

Traditional view of k-PCA:

•Fixed dataset
•Solved by SVD
•Applies to small to medium scale data

k-PCA as a learning problem:

• i.i.d. data from unknown distribution
•Solved by stochastic k-PCA
•Applies to big data (streaming) scenario

Stochastic k-PCA ≡ Stochastic optimization on the
k-PCA learning problem.

Stochastic k-PCA problem

Give i.i.d. samples of centered X ∈ Rd, find a
rank-k matrix W ∈ Rk×d s.t.

min
WW>=Ik

E‖X −W>WX‖2

Notable properties of the stochastic k-PCA ob-
jective
•Non-convex
•Has closed form solution (top k eigenvectors of
EXX>); but EXX> cannot be computed

Oja [5]

•Easy to generalize to
k-PCA
•Provably converges
O(1/t) by various
recent analyses

Krasulina [6]

•Not obvious how to
generalize to k-PCA
•Provably converges
O(1/t) for 1-PCA [3]
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Key observations

Our main results come from two observations

Observation 1

Traditionally, Krasulina’s update is viewed as
SGD on 1-PCA objective (w ∈ Rd; X ∼ i.i.d.):

wt← wt−1 + ηt(XX> − (X>wt−1)2

‖wt−1‖2 Id)wt−1

We re-formulate Krasulina’s update as:
wt← wt−1 + ‖wt−1‖ηtst(rt)>

where

st = ( wt−1

‖wt−1‖
)>X(projection)

rt = X> − st( wt−1

‖wt−1‖
)>(residual)

With this view, we can easily generalize
Krasulina’s method to k-PCA

Krasulina’s update: outer product
of st and rt

Observation 2

Variance of Matrix Krasulina’s update
V ar(st(rt)>) ∝ E‖rt‖2

= E‖X −W>WX‖2 (k-PCA loss)

When data is of rank k, V ar(st(rt)>)→ 0
This implies Krasulina’s method has a
natural “variance reduction” effect

Matrix Krasulina

• Initial matrix W o ∈ Rk′×d; learning rate (ηt); T ;
•For t = 1, . . . , T ,
• Sample X t i.i.d. from the data distribution
•Orthonormalize the rows of W t−1 (e.g., via QR
factorization)
•W t← W t−1 + ηt W t−1X t︸ ︷︷ ︸

projection st
(X t − (W t−1)>W t−1X t)>︸ ︷︷ ︸

residual (rt)>

Main result 1

Theorem 1: If the data has rank k, then with
a constant learning rate, Matrix Krasulina has
O(exp(−t)) convergence rate

On low rank data: it’s order of magnitude
faster than any online PCA algorithm

Main result 2

Theorem 2: For general full rank data, with a de-
caying learning rate, Matrix Krasulina has O(1

t)
convergence rate

On full-rank data, it’s as fast as other SOTA
online PCA algorithms

Comparison to SOTA

Oja and variants:

[Allen-Zhu & Li, FOCS17]
[Shamir, ICML16a]
[Jain et al, COLT16]
[De Sa et al, ICML15]

O(1/t) Online

VR-PCA
[Shamir, ICML16b] O(exp(−t)) Batch

Our algorithm
(Matrix Krasulina)

O(1/t) full-rank
O(exp(−t)) low-rank Online

Information-theoretic lower bound

In general, the tradeoff between convergence rate
and iteration-wise computational cost is unavoid-
able

E∆n ≥ Ω(σ
2

n
) for σ2 ≥ λ1λk+1

(λk − λk+1)2

Simulations

Validation of convergence rate in Theorem 1

Experiments on real-world data


